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Feminization and Forced Feminization for Sissy Boys
The Transgender Guide
"Welcome to my harem, mortal! Carl Redfield is a war journalist in Syria. When his camp is attacked by a marauding army,
he is fatally wounded by a bomb and left to die. Thankfully, a powerful Genie notices his plight and rescues him from certain
death. In exchange for saving him, the Genie transforms Carl into a sexy woman and has him serve in his harem. Shocked
at first, the journalist grows to enjoy his new life in the harem. Eventually, it becomes his turn to please the master. Carl
looks forward to faithfully serving the Genie with his new, beautiful body. After his time living as a woman, he doesn't want
to go back to normal!

Frocked and Locked
This is the second part of the story of a man who yearned to be dominated by his beautiful wife and the wife who wanted so
much to make her husband's fantasies all come true. Within this exciting and erotic tale you will find domination,
cuckolding, chastity, enforced sissyfication, corporal punishment and humiliation. In the seventeen chapters of this book
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Sissy Melissa's frustration and humiliation are pushed to ever greater heights as he is dressed as a school girl and put in
detention, placed under the authority of his wife's best friend Governess Lorraine, whipped by his wife's lover, forced to
serve his wife's lover's brother, rejected and humiliated at Christmas and, finally, endures the ultimate humiliation when
made to perform for the birthday of his beautiful wife's lover.

The Gay Test
A few years back the term "sissy" was used in a pejorative manner to describe a man who was a "little feminine", had a
"girly taste" in colors and style, and was interested in things considered to be meant "only for women". If you are saying,
"What's wrong with that"well, there is nothing wrong with thatbut it was considered to be wrong in the past. Things have
changed now. Gender identities are no longer confined to "male" and "female". You could be a cross-dresser or a
transgender or a transsexual and you are absolutely fine and have the same legal rights as those who confirm with the two
main gender identities of male and female. Sissy is no longer a negative word. People are actually proud to be a sissy. But
what about you? Are you a sissy? Are you confused? May be you are not sure whether you are a sissy or not? Well, don't
you worrytake this quiz and find out whether you are a sissy or not? Once you are through answering the questions, check
out the scoring chart at the end and tally up your scores to find out where you stand on the macho and sissy scale. Good
luck!

Sissy Maid Wives Club
Welcome to Course Two of your sissy maid training academy. By now you should be incorporating some of your sissy maid
duties that you learned from Course One into practice throughout your daily life. So far you have learned the proper way a
sissy maid dresses, how to properly curtsey to your Mistress/ Master, and the proper way a sissy maid cleans her dishes.
You are well on your way to making your dreams of becoming a proper little sissy maid a reality. In Course Two you are
going to be learning how to have a tea service, the proper way to dust your house, cleaning the bathroom like a real sissy
maid, how to properly set a table for dinner and much more. After this course you will have plenty of daily, weekly and
monthly sissy maid tasks to work on. Course Two should not only help you become more effeminate but it should also serve
as a reference guide during your entire sissy transformation.

Forced Feminization
Two very dominant ladies invite a third female to spend the weekend with them at their house in the country. This country
house is staffed by servants, just like in the good old days. But these servants are rather special — they are forciblyPage 2/18
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feminised male maids! A weekend of fun ensues. Fun for the females, that is. For their sissified male victims, there is only
hard, unceasing toil; humiliation; and of course punishment! (Keywords: femdom, female domination, male maid, sissy
maid, forced feminization, chastity, humiliation, CP, corporal punishment, sissification, domestic servitude, male slaves)

Sissy Maid School Part II
Sissy Is Punished In Her Panties! Jaron’s crush on his friend Belle leads him into an unexpected predicament. The couple
share an apartment after their college graduation and the curious man develops a thirst for her underwear. Wearing her
skimpiest outfits, Jared’s struts around his roommates knickers embracing his feminine side……. …and when Bella starts to
suspect he is fondling her delicates….. ….she decides to teach Jared the ultimate in sissy humiliation and punishment! This
6000 word short story contains mature themes of feminization, crossdressing, sissification and should be read by adults
only Keywords: feminization, crossdressing, sissification, transgender, sissy, training, femdom

Feminizing Men - a Guide for Males to Achieve Maximum Feminization
A big, beautiful, mature lady persuades her young man to try dressing for her, but is dissatisfied with the results. She
enlists the help of the formidable Madam Bracegirdle. The lad is subject to six weeks of stringent training at the hands of
Madam and her staff of domineering mature matrons. At the end of those six weeks, the lady takes possession of a fullytrained, fully-uniformed male maid!

The Delaware Bundle
5 Forced Feminization Stories by Mistress Dede to feed your wildest fantasies. This book includes the following erotic
stories: "A Plaything for Mrs. Pennysaver" "Pegged by Mrs. Pennysaver" "Sissy Maid for Her" "Petticoat Discipline" "Trained
by my Hot Wife"

SISSY FEMINIZATION - Exposing His Secret: SISSY FEMINIZATION, #1
Following these tasks will slowly take away your manhood and mold you into the proper sissy slave your Mistress desires.
You may find some of these sissy chastity assignments to be more difficult than others. Some may last only a few hours
while others will last a complete week, depending on what your Mistress requires of you. Becoming a perfect sissy slave to
your Mistress can be demeaning and humiliating at times, but you will be rewarded in knowing that you are proving your
devotion to your Mistress. You are to remember that these tasks are to please your Mistress, not you. Completing these
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sissy tasks will prove your devotion to your Mistress and will show her you are sincere about your sissy training. These sissy
training tasks are to help your Mistress to mold you into the perfect little sissy that she is looking for. If she at any time is
not satisfied with the completion of these tasks or your training in general, she will be forced to come up with something
more difficult and demeaning to punish you with. So, what are you waiting for? Take the sissy chastity challenge and
become a better sissy for your Mistress!

Trained by My Hot Wife
Powerful Businessman Is Sissified and Transformed Into An Obedient Hotel Maid! When Evan, a powerful and confident
businessman acts inappropriately and rude towards a hotel maid during his stay at a 5 star hotel. The last thing he expects
is to be knocked down several pegs. But the maid, Camilla, doesn’t stand for the humiliation. And she starts to hatch an evil
plan with her fellow maids to teach the businessman the ultimate lesson. An unforgettable lesson where the maids uses
their sexual prowess to strip Evan of his masculinity, feminizing and sissifying him……… …as they parade him around the
prestigious hotel in his own Sissy Maid outfit. This 6,000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing,
sissification, feminization, male humiliation and should be read by adult only!

Femdom : the Game : a BDSM Trilogy Erotika
To prove your devotion to your Mistress you must first go through a process proving your worth to her. This will start with
you completing the sissy shopping tasks below. They will slowly take away your manhood and mold you into the proper
sissy slave your Mistress desires. Following these tasks will teach you everything your Mistress needs to know about
whether or not you will be a proper little sissy. You will be taught everything you need to know to please your Mistress and
make your transition into sissification complete. Visit www.mistress-dede.com for more information on feminization and
sissification training.

The Photographer
Henry thought the sizzle had died in his marriage. He'd taken up an obsession with celebrity nude leaks to pick up the slack.
After his wife Erin comes home from the grocery store to find an awful mess, he never in his wildest dreams would have
believed what happened next. Now, he's awoken her inner mistress who holds taboo and shocking desires. She's got him
dressed up like a hot nurse and ready to please. Erin will teach her little sissy cuckold husband Henry that her idea of
spicing up their sex life is like nothing he'd ever imagined. Henry learns that pain and pleasure run deep, and he'll have to
prove his worth to satisfy his smoking hot wife's delightfully dirty fantasies. This story contains extremely graphic content,
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including: pegging, wet play, edge play, chastity cages, dubious consent, and very graphic descriptions of sexual situations.
Be prepared to be heavily soaked. You're welcome! For Adult Audiences Only.

Sissy Maid Assignments for Sissy Boys
Welcome to your sissy maid assignments. Just by purchasing these sissy maid tasks you are proving your dedication to
yourself and your Mistress. With lots of hard work, patience, and practice you will soon be the true sissy maid you have
always known deep down that you are. Whether you are only beginning your sissy transformation or you are already a
proper little sissy maid, these sissy training tasks will help you stay on track. In these sissy maid cleaning tasks you will
experience many feelings and will enjoy some much more than others. Filling out a progress report is very important to
your training. You should keep a log of how you feel before, during and after each of these tasks to help her better guide
you. By following these sissy maid assignments to the letter you will greatly impress your Mistress as well as push yourself
towards your goal of being a proper sissy maid. Pleasing your Mistress is extremely important if you are going to move
forward in your sissy maid transformation. She puts high expectations on you and pushes your limits for a reason. You
should always remember that what your Mistress does to reward or punish you is all to help you with your training and your
end goal.

Sissy Humiliation Assignments
Welcome to your X-rated sissy training exercises. These tasks are perfect for the self-training sissy or a Mistress/ Master
that would like to give their sissy boi's some extra training to whip them into shape. Becoming a perfect little sissy boi is a
difficult task that requires dedication, perseverance, and constant practice. After finishing these X-rated sissy assignments,
you will be broken and fully accepting of anything and everything your Mistress/Master has you do to please them. During
the process of completing these tasks, it is a good idea to keep both a progress report and progress photos. Reading these
progress reports will be a good way for your Mistress/Master to figure out where you need to proceed next in your training.
You may find that some of these sissy assignments are more difficult than others but you must always push yourself to the
absolute limits so that your sissy transformation can become a reality. Remember that everything your Mistress/ Master has
you do is to help you achieve your end goal of becoming who you truly are. You are to follow their instructions to the letter,
without questioning their methods. Completing these sissy training tasks may be at first difficult but they should also be fun
in their own way for you.

How to be a Sissy
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Do you want to feminize a male, or you as a male want, or have been told to, become feminized? Feminization: 1) To give a
feminine appearance or character to. 2) To cause (a male) to assume feminine characteristics. This is not for those who
wish to permanently change their gender, but rather for those who wish to feminize temporarily, though sometimes
repeatedly and regularly, in order to proficiently crossdress as a woman. This feminization guide is for a male by gender
who, may, or may not be, a “real” man by some opinions, but nonetheless a male, who has chosen, or has been told to, or
is being coerced into, becoming feminine in appearance and character. This guide is to be given to those who have been
tasked with becoming a feminized male as part of a process to feminize them, or purchased for use by males who wish to
feminize themselves. It doesn't have any magic potions or formulas, special makeup or fancy tools, use any drugs or
surgery. It does cover all the aspects of eliminating the 'man markers' that set males aside from women, and make a male
less feminine than they could ultimately be. It will demasculinize anything that may have had a masculine overtone with the
male. It will also aid the feminized male to feel more sensual and sexy in a feminine role. The guide is short - about 15.000
words and around sixty pages, but covers eliminating the things that keep a male from becoming as fully feminized as
much as their male body and characteristics allow. After the male has read this, acted upon this information fully, and
practiced, he will be the best feminized male he can be. He will reach crossdressing perfection as a male to female (MTF)
cross dresser. He will have the routines of maintenance and upkeep of the feminized male body, which will keep him ready,
and most likely anxious, to fairly quickly, crossdress at the request of their wife, mistress, or whim of his own. Whether the
reason be from femdom, a wife led relationship, female led relationship, cuckolding, cuckoldry, a hot wife, male chastity,
forced crossdressing, forced chastity, female domination, submissive training, sissy training, or purely their own desire to
become feminine, a diligent male student who incorporates the information in this guide with passion and drive will become
the perfect crossdressing male, as fully feminized as possible. Upon following the elements in this guide, the feminized male
will be able to proudly display how feminine he has become to anyone he, or the one who coerced him, choose to. Should
this be a singular undertaking, the individual will be able to see and feel the difference in the degree of feminization they
have achieved after practicing and perfecting the elements, and thus, bring greater pleasure and satisfaction to the
resulting feminization. This will be time consuming and will require dedication and diligence in order for a male to feminize
to his best. If you are purchasing this for yourself, or someone else, beware of that in order to allow the necessary time and
resources. Look inside now. Buy yourself a copy, or give one to a male you want to feminize. It is a small, but valuable
investment in a male's journey toward maximum feminization.

Sissy Sex Slave
Blackmailed into submission, the petty criminal Rod, now a feminised sissy slave called ‘Dolly’, toils from early till late for
his demanding Mistress, tarted up in a skimpy frilly pink maid's uniform. Even Mistress Melissa's slave girl is superior to him
in the pecking order. And he must submit to all kinds of use and abuse in this Femdom household.
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The Making of a Sissy Maid
When Lisa begins to have issues with her husband she consults her good friend Pamela Sinclair-marriage counselor
extraordinaire. When Pamela divulges her secret to successful marriages Lisa joins in the fun and soon her husband is
transformed into her own sissy maid. Sissy Maid Wives Club is a charming romp through gender transformation that will
leave you begging for more! Taking control of males is unbelievably easy if you know how to do it! Sissy Maid Wives Club
contains mature content that is intended for adults only.

Forced Feminization
Transgender is not the same as being transsexual. A transsexual was born one gender and transitions to the other. A
transgendered person can be a man who is married to a woman. This man may dress in women's clothing, expressing
himself as a woman at times. Gender has its roots in the mind, if you will. The Transgendered person doesn't relate only to
the sex they were born into. They may not feel comfortable in identifying with a sexual identity at all. They can see
themselves not as a man or woman, just as a human. Transgendered people have their identity in many facets. A
transgendered woman may dress like a man. She may feel a stronger foundation within a suit and tie. She can be gay,
straight or bi-sexual. The confinement of a term at all may seem limiting to a transgendered person. Can we just be who we
are, not what our sex makes us?

Sissy Shopping Assignments for Sissy Boys
Feminization, service and discipline for the aspiring sissy maid. When you enroll in Mistress Lorelei's Charm School, you will
be controlled completely. In a unique daily-submission format, Mistress Lorelei (author of Greenery Press's The Mistress
Manual) provides commands, exercises and hints for successful service to even the most demanding of Mistresses. Any
submissive male willing to follow this program can be transformed into a dedicated panty slave and a winsome, fetching
sissy maid. You'll be amazed at the change in yourself!

Slave Training
This is a compilation of over 150 sissy training exercises that will benefit the Mistress/ Master as well as the self-trained
sissy boi. These sissy training exercises should be used as a handy training tool to polish sissy slave skills into absolute
perfection. Following these tasks on a day to day basis will turn your sissy boi into the proper sissy slave that is desirable to
both parties. These sissy training tasks are designed to slowly take away a sissy's manhood and transform them into a
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much more feminine creature. This collection includes Sissy Humiliation Assignments, Public Humiliation Assignments, Sissy
Maid Assignments, Sissy Holiday Assignments, Sissy Chastity Assignments and more! Take advantage of this great
opportunity and take your sissy training to the next level!

Femdom Tableaux
Domination and submission: perhaps you're aware of it from Fifty Shades of Grey, or perhaps you're a seasoned
practitioner; whatever your experience level and expectations, this guide will provide you with a step-by-step blueprint of
exactly what you will need to do in order to train your submissive partner(s), and have him/her* delighting in obeying your
every command.In this guide you will learn about all of the steps which are conducive towards developing a positive
Dom/sub relationship, which means you'll be learning about how to prepare a Domination and submission relationship in
the first place; the protocols which you may use to maintain discipline in your sub; practices for physical, sexual and
attitude submission; how you and your sub can use rituals to get into and out of your roles when engaging in D/s scenes;
and there will even be some more advanced techniques mixed in throughout the guide which will help you take your
Domination and submission experience to the next level. Without further ado, let's begin.

Sissy Feminization Academy
Have you ever fantasized about embarking on a journey of feminization? Have you always dreamed about becoming a sissy
boy, but was never sure about how to do it or what to do?If yes, then this book is exactly for you. Over the years, I have
received many inquiries from sissy boys around the world about how to get started on feminization. Some wanted to know
how to start. Others wanted to know the next step. Still others had no idea of what this training was all about and how it
could help them get in touch with their feminine side and live the life of their dreams. This book is supposed to act as a
guide for such people. It may not provide you with all the information you need on your feminization journey. But it will
surely get you started. It will help you learn about feminization. It will help you realize how it can complete you as an
individual. It will also provide exhaustive resources that can further help you in this journey. It will help you learn about
forced feminization, about what it is, and how you can enjoy it to fulfill your own sexual fantasies.

Xxx Rated Sissy Assignments
For the young man in this story, getting back together with an old girlfriend he still loves turns out to be possible. But only
on her terms. This younger man is positively bewitched by this big, beautiful, older woman, and agrees to do whatever she
asks. But he soon finds out that she does not want only a submissive lover, but also a sissy servant! A uniformed sissy
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maid! Once put into frocks, he finds he cannot turn back from the journey towards total sissy servitude. Before long, locked
in chastity, fully-uniformed in skimpy frock, frilly apron, and wig, eyebrows plucked and lips painted, he is waiting hand and
foot on Madame and her lady friends at a party heldespecially to show him off!

The Sissy Test
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be a dominant woman who can control a man with just a look or a word?
When the thoughts of being in control creep into your head, that sexy little smile starts to play over your lips, and you start
to get some ideas that you want to try on your man. As women, we have all been there, but being women, many of us are
unable to take hold of our control and dominate a man. The idea of being a dominatrix is often seen as a sexual and social
taboo, and many women are afraid of what society would say, what our family and friends would think, and in general, we
feel that it isn't the position of a woman to take the stance of power and control. Women are seen naturally as the weaker
sex, the one to be protected by a man, and the man in the relationship is often seen to be in control, the leader, the strong
and dominant one. Social norms often dictate how we feel about ourselves, and sometimes, it can hinder who we really are
inside. Take heed, ladies. We are women. We are strong. We are powerful. We are fierce. We are romantic. We are dynamic.
We are caring. We are fighters. We are lovers. We are women! This manual will give you an inside look on what being a
Mistress is really all about and will give you insight on how to be a Mistress. Being a Mistress isn't all about leather outfits,
stiletto heels, and a whip in your hand. It is a journey between you and your partner, where you are the leader, you are in
control, and you have the final say. It is a path of adventure where you make the choices, you take charge, and where you
can let all of your inhibitions go. It will give you insight into a new you, the one who has been trapped behind the social
norms for far too long. Ladies, welcome your inner Mistress!

A Charm School for Sissy Maids
From Mistress Dede Forced Feminization Stories Series this book includes: "A Plaything for Mrs. Pennysaver" and the sequel
"Pegged by Mrs. Pennysaver" "A Plaything for Mrs. Pennysaver" After the economy tanks, Nathan Stone needs money fast.
When mysterious billionaire Percival Pennysaver passes away, his widow, Mrs. Pennysaver, puts out an ad for a cleaning
contractor in her dearly departed's obituary. With few options left, maxed out and desperate for any job, Nathan takes a
day trip to the splendidly Gothic estate of the Pennysavers. An open door eagerly invites him in, and the stunning Mrs.
Pennysaver greets him in her smooth and silky black kimono with her flaming scarlet hair pinned up in elaborate curls. She
offers him a cool refreshing drink and right away he's hooked. But when he makes an awful mess, he begs her for pity. Mrs.
Pennysaver gives Nathan a second chance but only if he begs her for mercy and submits to her will. Serve her, completely.
Nathan will find out exactly just what's required to be initiated into his mistress' sexual world. Discover along with Nathan,
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that no matter how hard he begs or pleads, his mistress will make her little sissy a one of a kind ladyboi to suit her needs. In
this dazzling tale, you'll be taken on a thrilling ride of colorful wigs, soft shell stockings, stilettos and oh so much more!
You'll see an erotic transformation of the likes you have never seen before. This story features explicit scenes including
ladybois, sex slave, sexual transformation, clothing fetish, perverted fantasy, cross dressing, domination and submission,
forced feminization, sissify, m/m, hardcore humiliation, rimming, pegging and pleasure! Mature adults only! "Pegged by
Mrs. Pennysaver" In the sequel to A Plaything for Mrs. Pennysaver, Nathan Stone now calls the lush and lavish Pennysaver
estate his home. Although he's still not totally comfortable with the arrangement, he realizes he's got no place else to go.
Trapped in her house as her low-rent sex slave against his will, he finds himself completely at his mistress' mercy. To his
surprise, the long nights of fulfilling Mrs. Pennysaver's naughtiest and taboo fantasies stops-cold. On the eve of the annual
Midnight Masquerade, he finds himself starving for hot affection. Suddenly, Nathan is caught red-handed in a compromising
position, feverishly sniffing his mistress' soiled panties. In this scorchingly kinky tale, Nathan learns another lesson- to not
touch his mistress' nice lacy things. And she won't let it go easily. Mrs. Pennysaver gets what she wants, and she's going to
train her butch sex slave how to behave like a proper sissy! The kink factor in this sassy tale is extremely graphic, including
pegging, explicit forced scenes, tonguing, ladiboy orgy, genital cages, rough sex, self-stimulation, m/m, and much much
more! In Pegged by Mrs. Pennysaver, has Nathan crossed the line and gotten much more than he bargained for? Adult
Audiences Only

The Genie's Harem
Whether you are just now beginning to explore your sissy tendencies or if you are simply in need of a refresher course into
your sissy femmdom, this is the right book for you. Here you will learn exactly what it takes to become a well-rounded sissy
boi. Every true sissy boi knows that practice is essential to their lifestyle. This book should be used throughout your sissy
training as a reference guide whenever needed. In Course One of your Femme Fabulous training, you will be learning the
essentials of becoming a proper little sissy boi. You will learn how to find the perfect wardrobe items that make your assets
shine, learn the proper way in which makeup should be applied, how to walk in high heels, the importance of incorporating
feminine mannerisms into your daily life, and much more. Once you have completed the basics in Course One, you can
move onto Course Two, where you will learn the proper way to train yourself to have a new more feminine voice as well as
proper sissy etiquette, image enhancement, and mastering your personal and physical appearance in public. After finishing
both Course One and Course Two of your Femme Fabulous sissy training, you are sure to be the proper little sissy both you
and your Mistress desire.

Sissy Chastity Assignments for Sissy Bois
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What makes people want to be kinky? Doctors have discovered that they did not come from overly violent homes, nor are
they social outcasts that live on the edge of society, they are normal everyday people that have jobs, families, and social
responsibilities. The truth is that some of us are gifted with a desire for the mystery and control of kink while others are not.
For centuries, kink has been hidden in the deepest closets and become the shame and secret that people hide. We are just
now achieving a comfort level with sexuality that allows for people to be more open about their desires without persecution.
Let's start with what kink is and is not. Some call it BDSM which simply stands for bondage & dominance and sadism &
masochism. The two terms used to be separate and now they are used in unison to describe more accurately the strong
connection between the two. Kink is many things to many people to some it is the one outlet that can be used to lose
complete control and become an obedient submissive. To others, it is a way to dominate and express appreciation for
another through discipline. Some practice kinks on themselves and do not require a partner for arousal. Kink involves many
areas of sexual play and is considered an underground subculture that can be a one-time event or a lifestyle. With all of the
elements available for a kink enthusiast, it is difficult to know where to get started for a decent drive by education. This
book contains a short synopsis of kink but is not a complete education and does not claim to be. Kink is a lifestyle and with
all lifestyle choices must be experienced and lived to be fully learned. I can read a book about surviving in the wilderness,
but that doesn't mean that I can actually survive.

Sissy Maid School
Greg thought it would just be one time. Just "get it all out", then live life normallyOne time turned to once a month. Once a
month turned to once a week. Once a week turned to every night.He thought he kept his dirty little secret so well. But, they
knew the entire time.Word count: 62,000 wordsGreg awakes to find himself restrained and dolled up. A mysterious female
hypnotizer tells Greg his new name is Ashley, and with a whip, he forgets all about his past. Every idea Ashley had of "Greg"
vanished into thin air. The latex hypnotist reveals that Ashley is now part of a feminization cult. Sissy maid training soon
startsThe Don is the powerful alpha behind the whole transformation cult, clearly asserting and demonstrating his
dominance time and time again. Every lunar eclipse, he chooses one freshly transformed sissy to live in his private
mansion.What Don thought would just be another live-in sissy maid, turns out to be more than just that. Ashley transforms
his life for good.Keywords: sissy school girl, sissy maid training, sissy slave, crossdressing, feminization, mental change,
gender bender, Author note: This book is a re-release of the five-book series "Forced Feminization Abduction".

Male Maid Manor
Choosing to become a proper sissy boi for your Mistress is a huge step. You are going to have to completely put your trust
in her. These sissy boi humiliation assignments are designed to better break you down and help you transform yourself into
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the proper little sissy boi you want to be. You must always push your limits during your sissy training so that you can move
forward and achieve your goals. Show your Mistress that you are devoted to both her and continuing your sissy boi training
by completing these 25 sissy humiliation assignments. You are sure to find some of these public humiliation assignments
more difficult than others but you will find it is all worth it in the end. You will feel demeaned, humiliated, and worthless but
slowly achieving your goals and having your dream of becoming a true sissy boi become a reality makes it all worth it.

Sissy Punishment - A Tale of Crossdressing, Feminization and Transformation
This is a huge collection of extreme female domination stories for adults only. These tales feature cruel mistresses
dominating submissive male slaves. The scenes contain; Male chastity. Forced feminization. Transformation into a sissy
maid. A sissy tied and chained in bondage. A sissy teased and tormented. Forced anal play. Cuckolding. Forced cum eating.
Extreme humiliation, spanking and whipping.Also included is 'The ultimate list of male slave teases, humiliations and
punishments'. This list is an extremely useful resource for both mistresses and submissive males. The topics covered are;
teasing, humiliation ideas, feminizing him, controlling his eating, controlling his toilet habits, controlling his orgasms,
punishments, replacing his penis, butt plug punishments, masturbation punishments, making him your 'sissy', animal play,
bondage without bondage, slave training routines and rituals, sample slave contracts.Book One, Femdom Humiliation:
Chastity sissy gets cuckoldedThis story features female domination over a submissive male slave. The scenes contain; Male
chastity. Forced feminization. Transformation into a sissy maid. A sissy tied and chained in bondage. A sissy teased and
tormented. Forced anal play. Cuckolding. Forced cum eating. Extreme humiliation, spanking and whipping. The poor male
victim is locked in chastity by his sexy (but vengeful) girlfriend Susan. She then forces him into sissy clothes and trains him
to be her servant and cuck. He is made to lick her clean after she visits the bathroom and forced to sleep in a playpen like a
little girl. As the story progresses, his training and punishments get more and more severe. With each passing hour he
begins to wonder, how far will his humiliation go?Book Two; Extreme Femdom Humiliation: Sissy Cuckolds Kept in
ChastityThree intense short stories of extreme female domination. Story one is 'From Free Man to Submissive Sissy Cuck'.
This tells the tale of a man who allows a professional dominatrix to move into his apartment. Very quickly his body is
shaved and he is locked in chastity. She turns him into a sissy, dresses him in panties and then cuckolds and humiliates
him. Story Two is 'Training My Man to Worship Me'. Told from a female point of view, a dominant wife describes the details
of how she controls and humiliates her husband. He is kept in chastity and forced to wear her underwear. In a number of
intense scenes she describes how she ties, tortures and humiliates him with butt plugs. Story three is 'Mistress Kim Saves
the Body of an Arrogant Macho Fool'. Here an angry girlfriend takes total control over her ex, and quickly gets him dressed
as a sissy. Soon he is being pegged and cuckolded. The action gets more and more intense as more visitors arrive to enjoy
his helpless humiliation. Book Three; Femdom EcstasyFemdom Ecstasy is the tale of a college professor who becomes
totally dominated by the gorgeous Carmen. This stunning Colombian twenty-four year old is his sexiest student and soon
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becomes his mistress. This publication is very graphic and for adults only. It features enforced chastity, whipping and
spanking, intense humiliation, bondage, forced feminization, water sports, foot worship, doggy play, sissy costumes and
anal play! Yes indeed. This is for fans of extreme female domination who love long, intense descriptions of domination and
kinky play.

The Petticoat Plot
Welcome to Course 1 of your sissy maid training! This is a starter how-to guide for the beginner sissy maid. Here you will
learn the basic knowledge and skills you need to know to be the perfect sissy maid that you and your Mistress/Master
desire. Whether you are just beginning your sissy training or looking for a refresher course in the basics this is the guide for
you. You will gain the skills you need to push you in the correct direction towards your ultimate goal of becoming your true
self. In Course 1 you will learn everything from the basics of personal care and hygiene, how to properly curtsey to your
Mistress/Master, how to incorporate your sissy maid outfits into your daily life, as well as the proper way in which you
should begin incorporating daily chores such as dish washing, laundry, ironing and the basics of baking. This book should
not only help you become more feminized but should also serve as a guide in which you can reference often during your
sissy training. After you and your Mistress/Master feel satisfied with your progress you should move on to the more
advanced courses in this series. The next course will dive into tea service, the proper way in which a table should be set,
party planning and much more.

The Sissy Trainer Mrs. Pennysaver
Female Domination, Forced Feminization, Male Chastity, Humiliation, Bondage, Discipline, Pegging, Strap-on play, all with
dubious consent. This story revisits the lovely 'Sadistic Sadie' from 'Human Dog: Puppy Play Erotica'. David is in town to sign
on, he calls for a pint while he's there and gets mocked for being a 'dole dosser' by a beautiful female photographer who
joins him at the bar. He claims he wants to work and that he'd take anything that was offered to him, what he didn't realize
was that he was about to be offered a job a model for fetish, BDSM, female domination and Forced Feminization
photographs. After being more or less bullied into agreeing to it he finds himself driven to her studio only to be directed into
performing humiliating acts for her camera, cross-dressing and acting quite the sissy. At the end of the shoot, he's ended
up locked into a severe and cruel 'Kali's Teeth Bracelet' or KTB chastity device, which prevents erections and playing with
himself. His dominant photographer has taken a shine to him though and though she doesn't have the key to his device,
offers for him to stay for a while afterwards. His treatment as a submissive and her constant verbal humiliation of him has a
profound effect on him, making him more and more submissive. When he gets home that night, still locked firmly in the KTB
chastity device and partially feminized, he finds his sister taking advantage of his situation and humiliating him further. The
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next day, he begins by being further feminized at the Beautician's and then finds the mysterious, dominant girl he saw
leading a guy out of the 'Highway Man' the previous week is going to be the female model dominating him. Just when things
couldn't get any worse he finds himself on the receiving end of severe corporal punishment, in the shape of spanking and
caning for the camera, then he gets the full forced feminization treatment as he's turned into a submissive, chaste, sissy
maid. The final insult comes when Sadie violates him for the camera, giving him a pegging whilst feminized and in chastity
that he will never forget. At the end of the shoot, Helen has enjoyed using him as both her model and sissy slave she offers
him a choice, take the royalty payments and go, or become her live-in, chaste sissy maid and fetish photography model.

The Making of a Sissy Maid Pt2
Are you emotionally exhausted trying to hide your feelings from everyone? Do you feel that you identify better with a
woman's gender role than a man's? Have you thought about what it would be like to wear women's clothing, or engage in
activities that women predominately do? Do you believe that you have more effeminate traits than masculine traits? If you
answered yes to any of these questions then perhaps you should look into becoming sissy. Transitioning into your true
gender role can sometimes be emotionally challenging but it can also be quite rewarding. Once you have completed your
transformation into becoming a sissy boi you will feel free to be your true self. You will feel more comfortable breaking the
traditional stereotypes that society has placed upon us as a whole. With the help of your sissy trainer or Mistress you will
feel more emotionally fulfilled in a woman's role.

Sissy Assignments
To become a true sissy maid you must first graduate the sissy maid academy by completing these 25 challenging sissy
maid tasks. They will slowly take away your manhood and mold you into the proper sissy maid your Mistress desires.
Following these tasks will teach you everything you need to know to be a proper little sissy. You will be taught everything
you need to know to please your Mistress and make your transition into sissydom. You may find some of these sissy maid
chore's to be difficult but you will be rewarded in knowing that you are doing a service to your Mistress. From now on your
entire life will be devoted to pleasing your Mistress in any and all ways she deems fit. You are not to argue or even question
her methods. You are to obey her every command no matter how humiliating it may seem. You will take what she says very
seriously and you will do everything in your power to please her. Completing these sissy maid tasks within the a timely
manner will prove to your Mistress that your are sincerely interested in continuing your relationship. If she at any time is not
satisfied with the completion of these tasks or your training in general, she will be forced to come up with something more
humiliating to punish you with. So, what are you waiting for sissy!? Let's get to work!
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Obnoxious Businessman Is Forced To Become A Crossdressing Sissy Maid
This is NOT a story per se. One definition of tableau, plural tableaux: “a striking and vivid representation”. And that is what
is here. Scenes rather than complete stories. In fact, they are mostly scenes from stories on which I got ‘stuck’. I simply was
not able to finish them. However, the scenes themselves are jolly good, if I say so myself — ‘striking and vivid’ in fact! Some
of them are longer than others. The shorter ones ought really to be illustrations, but alas! I am no sketch-artist. As regular
readers will know, I write three types of story. Hard Femdom Fantasy, where the dominant women are cruel, merciless,
unrelenting, and do not take no for an answer! Usually non-consensual; hard labour; frequent severe punishment; nudity
and chastity non-negotiable! Romantic Femdom Fantasy, exploring the world of female-led relationships in a domestic
setting, is femdom with a softer edge. It could also be called Domestic Femdom, as it generally concerns wives/girlfriends in
a more ‘realistic’ setting than the hard stuff. Frilly Femdom Fantasy explores the world of forced feminisation. Can be quite
hard or quite soft, but generally leans towards the harder edge of things. I also have various characters. Sometimes my
ladies are young, sometimes mature; sometimes they are svelte, sometimes they are BBW; and sometimes their victims
are mere lads, sometimes older men. All these various themes are represented here. So this is in effect a sampler of my
work. If you have been dithering about whether to buy a Miranda Birch story, it might be an idea to buy this. If you like
some of the scenes here, I am sure that you will like some of my other stories as well. There is a complete list of stories at:
https://mirandabirch.wordpress.com/catalogue/ KEYWORDS: femdom, female domination, female supremacy, oral, body
worship, bottom worship, ass worship, facesitting, cfnm, naked male slave, chastity, humiliation, cross-dressing, forced
feminsation, forced feminization, 24/7, slavery, domestic discipline, corporal punishment, caning, spanking, strapping,
beating, tease and denial, male maid, sissy maid, TV, free

BDSM
This is a 61,000 word, full length femdom and BDSM erotika title. It features female domination, chastity, forced bi, slavery,
corporal punishment, discipline, fetish, forced feminization, predicament bondage and more. It is suitable for 18+ only and
is not for the prudish. It is not realistic, it is pure fantasy in every sense and should be read as such. The three titles are also
available separately as 'The Game', parts 1, 2 and 3. Jessie and Marcy live a fairly vanilla life, they fill the 'kink' gap in their
lives by reading fetish and BDSM erotica on the Kindle. When an old school friend hooks up with Marcy on facebook,
suggesting they go out for a drink, their lives take a turn for the bizarre. They find themselves taken to 'The Club' a fetish
club run by the deviously inventive and beautiful 'Matilda'. There are no holds barred and no punches pulled as Matilda
delights in dragging Jessie and Marcy deeper down the rabbit hole into the world of kink, female domination submission and
extreme BDSM. Jessie and Marcy get drawn in to playing for higher and higher stakes in Matilda's inventive games. When it
climaxes in a game where they play for a year as a chaste sissy maid and sex slave, neither of them realizes how drastically
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their lives will change, forever Please feel free to read the 'Look Inside' of the three separate parts before making a decision
to buy, though be warned this may involve accidentally reading 'spoilers'. Warning, this 61,000 word novel is only suitable
for adults and contains themes of: - Femdom Female Domination of Males and Female Domination of Females Predicament
Bondage Corporal Punishment Orgasm Denial Chastity Forced Bi Participation in live sex show Bi Cunninglas Felatio Strapon Play Humiliation Pegging Lesbian Slavery Fetish Torture Erotika by the same author: - The Clinical Trial (With 'The
Receptionist') The Tormentress and the Boss Slavery: Part 1: Captured! Slavery: Part 2: Operated on: Forced Transsexual.
The Male Bridesmaid The Hypnotist A Sissy Story: WPC Domination A Sissy Story: Feminized For Her 'How he became a
lesbian' Cross Dressing: Schoolgirl Domination Samantha's Tale: The Deal (Prequel to 'The Tormentress & The Boss') Anita's
Tale: The Sperm Donor (Prequel to 'Slavery: Part 1: Captured!') The Harem Slave Femdom; The Dressmaker Femdom: The
Ex's Revenge Femdom: The Beautician Trap Tickle Torture: Tickled into Submission Tickle Torture: Tickled until she wets
herself Corporal Punishment: A Study in Caning (The BDSM Studies) The Male Bridesmaid 2: The Reluctant Cuckoldress
Orgasm Denial: A Study in Chastity (The BDSM Studies) Femdom: The Game Femdom: The Game 2: High Stakes Gender
Swap: Anita's Transgender Pill: A Gender Bender Story Femdom: The Game 3: The Ultimate Forfeit Femdom: The Game: A
BDSM Trilogy *Slavery 1 & 2 are available together and separately Compilations by the same author: -Feminization Stories
First Collection: The Hypnotist, The Male Bridesmaid Feminization Stories Second Collection: Feminized For Her,
Crossdressing: Schoolgirl Domination Slavery: Part 1 & 2: Captured & Operated on! Tickle Torture: Tickled until she wets
herself & Tickled into Submission (For non-Kindle owners) Paperbacks by the same author: - Feminization Tales: The
Hypnotist, The Male Bridesmaid Corporal Punishment: A Study in Caning (The BDSM Studies) Two Tales of Tickle Torture
[Tickled into Submission and Tickled until she wets herself] Seventeen Shades of Depravity [A Compilation of stories first
published to the Kindle.]

Sissy Training The Struggling Student - An Older Professor Transforms Her Student Into A
Crossdressing Sissy In An Afternoon Of Sissification and Forced Feminization
Mrs Drew Transforms Her Struggling Student Into A Crossdressing Sissy! Mrs Drew couldn’t believe how Jack had let his
grades slip so far behind. The helpless students' attention had been turned to freshman girls and the late nights of boozing.
So much so that Jack was in danger of flunking his course. And so when the desperate student turned to the experienced
Professor for assistance. Mrs Drew took him on the ultimate rite of passage as she transformed Jack into her obedient
crossdressing sissy. Fully prepared to surrender to her every command! This 6,500 word short story contains adult themes
of crossdressing, sissification, sissy training and should be read by adults only! Keywords: sissification, sissy, sissies,
feminization, feminized, crossdresser, crossdressing

The Dominatrix Manual
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How do you know whether you are gay or not? In fact, how can anyone know whether they are homosexual or heterosexual
or bisexual?If this is the question that's bothering you, the first thing that you need to do is let go off the stereotypes. Just
because you are not as macho as your college football captain does not mean that you are gay. In fact, you could actually
be the captain of your football team and be a homosexual rather than a heterosexual. This basically means that gay men
do not look different from your "normal" heterosexual male. They are not necessarily more feminine than straight men and
they may be as interested in dressing up like a regular male. So, maybe someone just mentioned it to you that you may be
gay. Or maybe someone just suggested that you have "too feminine" tastes, implying that you may be gay. This probably
confused you and you wanted to just check out whether you are indeed gay. Don't you worry; this quiz will surely help you.
But before we do begin with the quiz, here is one thing that you should keep in mind. The stereotypes that you or your
friends have about gays are probably all incorrect. You are not gay because you are good at keeping your house clean, or
you are good at picking up the right clothes, or because you dress up neatly. You are gay because you are physically and
sexually attracted to men and not women. You are gay because you form strong lasting emotional sexual bonds with men
and not women. You are gay because you have a strong inclination towards getting intimate with men than women. You
fantasize more about getting sexually involved with men rather than women. In short, do not use the common stereotypes
that society has taught you about gays to determine your sexual orientation. Instead, this should depend on the physical
and sexual attraction you feel for same sex individuals. So, are you more sexually attracted to men than women? This is the
question that you should ask yourself. Still confused? Take The Gay Test and find out the truth.

Sissy Maid Assignments 2
This is the story of a man who yearned to be dominated by his beautiful wife and the wife who wanted so much to make her
husband's fantasies all come true. Within this exciting and erotic tale you will find domination, cuckolding, chastity,
enforced sissyfication, corporal punishment and humiliation. In chapter 1 Sissy Melissa's role is clearly defined and ground
rules established for his sexual frustration and humiliation. In chapter 2 Sissy Melissa is allowed to listen in as his wife
cuckolds him but there are certain conditions and a high price to pay for the privilege. In chapter 3 Sissy Melissa
experiences real punishment over the knees of his beautiful sadistic wife who then allows him a limited and humiliating
reward. The story continues in the next book 'The Making Of A Sissy Maid Pt2' by Femdom Fred.
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